Deep Eutectic Solvents: The Organic Reaction Medium of the Century
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Abstract: This microreview summarizes the use of deep eutectic solvents (DES) and related melts in Organic Synthesis. This type of solvents combine the great advantages of other proposed environmentally benign alternative solvents, such as low toxicity, high availability, low inflammability, high recyclability, low volatility and low price, avoiding many disadvantages of these neoteric media. The fact that many of the components of the mixture come directly from Nature assures their biodegradability and renewability. The classification and distribution of the reactions in different sections along this microreview, as well as the emphasis paid to their scope, easily allows a general reader to understand the actual state of art, and the great opportunities opened, not only for academic proposes but also for industry.

1. Introduction

On 8 September 2000, following a three day Millennium Summit of World leaders at the headquarters of the United Nations, the General Assembly adopted the Millennium Declaration. The outcome of the resolution was passed by the General Assembly on 14 December 2000 to guide its implementation. The Millennium Declaration has eight chapters and key objectives, and the 4th objective is entitled “Protecting our common environment.”[1] Five years later, the United Nations General Assembly identified principles and treaties on sustainable development, including economic, and social development, as well as environmental protection. These principles are the crystallization of social worries which re-started in the middle of the seventies, with the petrol crisis. In time, Western society was made conscious of the limited fuel and raw material resources, as well as the noxious balance in the equilibrium of our environmental surroundings. Since then, chemists have proposed and developed methods, and technologies to provide an answer to these social demands.

In 2005, it was reported that solvents constituted 80-90 % of non-aqueous mass of materials used to make an active pharmaceutical ingredient (API).[3] In fact, solvents are ubiquitous in Chemistry and are used in large amount for a variety of products, including paints, coatings, adhesives, as raw material for product synthesis, as reaction media, and for equipment cleaning. So, making the correct choice is the main variable which can change the sustainability of a process.[3] In fact, some chemical industries have strict protocols in order to reach this goal.[4]
When common volatile organic compounds (VOC) used as solvents are regarded from an environmental point of view, they show many intrinsic drawbacks, such as accumulation in the atmosphere (low boiling points), flammability, high toxicity, and non-biodegradability.
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However, when a systematic method for analyzing economic and environmental aspects of the raw materials, production, use, recycling, and final destruction of usual solvent is taken into account, the negative impact of them in the environment is even higher.[6] In fact, “the best solvent is no solvent”.[8,7]

Despite all these facts, a solvent is the common medium to carry out organic reactions due, among others, to the easy control of mass and heat transference, stabilization of transition states and fast modification of reactivity (rate, selectivity, etc.). To avoid the drawbacks of usual organic solvents, new media have been investigated, all of them having a certain number of advantages, as well as disadvantages.

Water can be considered the ideal solvent as it is very cheap, non-toxic, non-flammable, bio-renewable and safe for humans and environment.[9] However, some limitations arise from the solubility of organic reagents and catalysts, the non-innocence of a solvent which could hydrolyze some organic functionalities, and the usual work-up of the reaction, that implies the final use of VOC solvents. Moreover, pure water is precious and when it is contaminated by chemicals, after being used as a solvent, purification is difficult and expensive.

Fluorinated solvents have been proposed as an alternative, since they are thermally and chemically stable, non-toxic and with very high gas solubility.[10] However, their high price, together with their persistence in the atmosphere, does not make them very attractive.

Supercritical fluids, mainly CO\textsubscript{2}[10] and water,[11] could be another alternative, but the poor solubility of usual organic compounds in these systems, the high intrinsic reactivity of the solvent versus nucleophilic reagents, and the high cost of equipments for obtaining supercritical conditions, gave no options to these neoteric solvents to be considered as general.

Biomass-derived solvents, such as ethanol, limonene, ethyl lactate,[12] glycerol,[13] or 2-methyltetrahydrofuran,[14] could be used as an excellent alternative to conventional organic solvents, since they are bio-renewable, safe and not very expensive. However, the possible modulation of their properties, or the complementary properties of each one, is not very high.

Ionic liquids, generally composed by an organic cation, such as imidazolium or pyridinium core, and a weak nucleophilic and coordinating anion, have been denoted as the best alternative as they could have unusual solvent properties, poor coordinating activity, no actual pressure of vapor, non-flammability, stability at temperatures higher than 200 °C, immiscibility with many organic solvents, possible fine tuning properties, and catalytic activity.[15] Despite these virtues, the drawbacks are so important that they cannot be obviated. Thus, price, water stability, the need of using organic solvents at the end of the reaction, as well as the high toxicity and poor biodegradability[16] are some of the most commented inconveniences. All these facts, together with their very low atom economy synthesis make their life cycle assessment very negative from an environmentally sustainable point of view.

As it was previously introduced, there is not an ideal alternative to the use of VOC’s as solvents in organic synthesis. However, nowadays another reaction medium is recently evaluated: the use of eutectic mixtures as solvent to perform chemical transformations.

A eutectic mixture is the unique composition of two or more phase immiscible solid components which suffers a complete change of phase to liquid at a precise temperature (Figure 1).
This point is called eutectic point and it is the minimum melting temperature in the whole set of compositions. This phenomenon occurs frequently when component atoms are small and can be placed in the interstitial spaces of the composite network formed by larger atoms, thus disrupting its crystalline pattern by diminishing the electrostatic forces and therefore triggering a decrease in the freezing point of the eutectic mixture.

Albeit eutectic mixtures have been known for decades,\textsuperscript{[17]} as well as their unusual reactivity near the eutectic point,\textsuperscript{[18]} it has not been until the beginning of this century when eutectic mixtures started to become popular for the scientific community.\textsuperscript{[19]} Deep eutectic solvents\textsuperscript{[20]} (DES) are formed from a eutectic mixture of two or more solids which are liquid at nearly room temperature (Table 1).

**Table 1. Physical and biodegradation properties of some DES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DES</th>
<th>Proportion\textsuperscript{[a]}</th>
<th>T (ºC)\textsuperscript{[b]}</th>
<th>Density (g/cm\textsuperscript{3})\textsuperscript{[c]}</th>
<th>Viscosity (cP)</th>
<th>Conductivity (mS/cm)</th>
<th>Biodegradability\textsuperscript{[d]} (%)</th>
<th>Preparation\textsuperscript{[e]}</th>
<th>T (ºC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-Urea</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>750 (25 °C)</td>
<td>0.199 (40 °C)</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-Glycerol</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>376 (20 °C)</td>
<td>1.05 (20 °C)</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-Glucose</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1.21 (85 °C)</td>
<td>8045.1 (25°C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-Malic acid</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>1124 (25°C)</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>76.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-Tartaric acid</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.27 (30 °C)</td>
<td>66441 (30 °C)</td>
<td>0.014 (30 °C)</td>
<td>84.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-Citric acid</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1.33 (30°C)</td>
<td>289 (75 °C)</td>
<td>0.018 (30 °C)</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-p-TsOH</td>
<td>1:1</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>1.21 (30 °C)</td>
<td>183 (30 °C)</td>
<td>0.04 (30 °C)</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-ZnCl\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8500 (25 °C)</td>
<td>0.06 (42 °C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-SnCl\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>12000 (27 °C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ChCl-FeCl\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>1:2</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>12000 (27 °C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tartaric acid-DMU</td>
<td>3:7</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>12000 (27 °C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citric acid-DMU</td>
<td>2:3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>12000 (27 °C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Carnitine-Urea</td>
<td>2:3</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>12000 (27 °C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Proline-Oxalic acid</td>
<td>1:3</td>
<td>-14.5</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>12000 (27 °C)</td>
<td></td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{[a]} Molar ratio. \textsuperscript{[b]} Melting point or glass transition temperature. \textsuperscript{[c]} Measured at 25 ºC, otherwise stated. \textsuperscript{[d]} 28 days Closed Bottle Test, see reference [26b]. \textsuperscript{[e]} DESs are prepared by mixing both components in the appropriate ratio and stirred at the corresponding temperature until formation of homogeneous clear liquid; no further purification is needed.

---

**Figure 1.** Phase diagram.
They are usually formed by Lewis or Brønsted acids and bases which can contain a variety of anionic and/or cationic species. Some of these mixtures do not show a strict eutectic point (melting point) but a glass transition temperature point, and therefore they are also called low melting mixtures\[21\] or low-transition-temperature mixtures.\[22\] Even the initial restriction of being formed by a mixture of only solids, was overcome by the use of liquids with melting points nearly room temperature,\[23\] such as ethylene glycol or glycerol (gly). Although from the aforementioned definition of DES the advantage of these mixtures over common organic solvents cannot clearly seen, they have incredibly high potential to replace them. In all cases, their vapor pressure are negligible, but when the typical DES are listed (choline chloride, natural amino acids as Lewis-Brønsted bases or urea, resorcinol, natural carboxylic acids or polyalcohols as Brønsted acids) it is clearly shown that they come from renewable sources. In the case of choline chloride (ChCl), an additive in chicken food for accelerating growth, its industrial production from trimethylamine, hydrochloric acid and ethylene oxide in a continuous, single-stream process is very cheap, simple and mass-produced. The toxicity of these natural deep eutectic solvents\[24\] is inexistnt or very low.\[25\] On the contrary, their biodegradability is extraordinarily high.\[26\] Moreover, the atom economy of the final formation of DES is the highest one, since all initial components are included in the final mixture (Table 1). All these facts make their ecological footprint minimum. Finally, it should be pointed out that the high solubility of DES in water enables a very simple work-up of the reaction: the addition of water dissolves the DES and the organic products precipitate or appears as a water insoluble layer, avoiding the typical organic solvent extraction at the end of the reaction. The evaporation of water from the aqueous layer allows the recycling of the initial DES.

The polarity of these solvents, usually ranging from 4 (CHCl\(_3\)) to higher than 80 (water), is what capacitates the easy solution of many organic and inorganic reagents and catalysts.\[27\] Moreover, the possibility of microemulsion formation, by typical tensioactive compounds\[28\] or directly,\[29\] ensures, at least, the partial solubility of less polar organic reagents, which highlights the enormous ability of these mixtures as a possible medium in Organic Synthesis.

An important disadvantage addressed by some researchers arises from the high density and viscosity of the usual DES mixtures.\[30\] This could be a problem at industrial scale or in continuous flow reactions (Table 1). However, the addition of a new different component, such water, carboxylic acid, inorganic/organic halide, which forms ternary mixtures, has frequently an important and positive impact on the viscosity and density.\[31\]

All the aforementioned facts have made of DES\[32\] the chosen solvent for many applications, including among others, biotechnology,\[33\] analytical chemistry,\[34\] polymerization,\[35\] extraction and separation processes,\[36\] nanotechnology,\[37\] or biomass valorization.\[38\]

This microreview focuses on the efforts made to use DES as solvent in all type of organic reactions.\[39\] In order to highlight the future possibilities, as well as the less developed areas, this article has been divided firstly according to the role of DES in the reaction, and then according to the reaction type, paying particular attention to the scope of the processes as well as the number of reported examples.

2. Active DES

Many organic reactions are catalyzed by acids or bases and these components appear in DES. Thus, these mixtures can be used not only as just a reaction medium but also as a catalytic active species for some reactions, as well as a part of the starting materials. In this section, different transformations where some of the components of the DES have either an intrinsic reagent character or play an important role as acid/base catalyst will be presented.

2.1. DES Reagents

Carbohydrates, which are the largest part of all biomass,\[40\] can be suitable components in eutectic mixtures. On the other hand, the conversion of carbohydrates into useful chemicals is of particular interest. Thus, 5-hydroxymethylfurural (HMF), a biomass-derived chemical, is considered remarkable due to its potential as a sustainable substitute for petroleum-based building blocks. The use of eutectic mixtures of carbohydrates (i.e. fructose, glucose, sucrose and inulin) with choline chloride (carbohydrate-ChCl w/w ratio from 2:3 to 1:1) were effective in the transformation of the carbohydrate component into HMF, in the presence of an acidic catalyst (i.e. CrCl\(_3\) or p-toluenesulfonic acid (p-TsOH)).\[41\] More recently, the use of a catalyst based on heteropolyacids (H\(_3\)PW\(_{12}\)O\(_{40}\)) and lysine improved the transformation of fructose into HMF (up to 93% conversion in 1 min).\[42\]

Urea derivatives are typical constituents of low melting mixtures. In this context, an aldehyde heated in a mixture of choline chloride-urea (1:2 molar ratio) reacted with the urea producing the corresponding geminal diurea (Scheme 1).\[43\]

![Scheme 1. Synthesis of gem-diureas.](image)

Moreover, \(N,N'\)-dimethylurea (DMU) has been typically employed in the synthesis of several heterocyclic derivatives. Thus, a variety of dihydropyrimidinones were prepared by means of a multicomponent reaction of DMU, aldehydes and ketoesters, in a deep eutectic solvent formed by the same DMU and tartaric acid (Scheme 2).\[44\]
Furthermore, phenacyl bromides reacted with the urea component of a DES (ChCl-urea, 1:2) producing the corresponding amino oxazole derivatives (Scheme 3), the DES being possible to be recycled up to five times after addition of water and extraction of the product with dichloromethane.\[^{45}\] The reaction under ultrasound irradiation gave better results in shorter times than when using conventional heating.

Different mixtures of choline chloride (ChCl) and itaconic acid (IA) were prepared as DES, but in the proper ratio (ChCl-IA, from 1.5:1 to 2:1) itaconic acid tended to polymerize. Moreover, the copolymerization in the presence of \(N, N\)-methylenebisacrylamide underwent faster in DES than in water and the obtained product had higher cross-link density.\[^{46}\] The formation of poly(octanediol-co-citrate) was performed in a mixture of 1,8-octanediol and lidocaine (3:1 molar ratio), as DES, citric acid being employed as initiator of the polymerization reaction.\[^{47}\] The process ended up with the formation of an elastomer containing lidocaine, which can be employed as a drug-delivery system.

The α-chlorination of ketones can be easily achieved with 1,3-dichloro-5,5-dimethylhydantoin (DCDMH) in organic solvents. In contrast, a α,α-dichlorinated product was exclusively obtained, with DCDMH, when the reaction was carried out in a DES formed by an equimolecular mixture of choline chloride and \(p\)-toluenesulfonic acid (\(p\)-TsOH) and a small amount of acetonitrile (6% w/w).\[^{49}\] Moreover, if a mixture of TBAF·3H\(_2\)O and ZnF\(_2\) was added to the reaction medium, the formed chlorinated acetophenone underwent nucleophilic substitution giving directly the corresponding α-fluoroacetophenones in a one-pot methodology (Scheme 5).\[^{50}\]
2.2.2. Esterification-type Reactions

Lewis or Brønsted catalyzed esterification between carboxylic acids and alcohols is a well-established protocol in organic synthesis, but some difficulties are found when using acids or alcohols with carbon chains longer than C10. The DES formed by choline chloride (ChCl) and zinc chloride, in a molar ratio 1:2, revealed as a catalytic reaction medium for the esterification of long chain aliphatic carboxylic acids with long chain alcohols, both between C8-C22 (Scheme 6).[51] The recyclability of the catalytic DES in the esterification of octanoic acid and cetyl alcohol was proven up to six times without loss of activity. The same catalytic DES (ChCl-ZnCl2, 1:2) was successfully employed for the acetylation of monosaccharides.[52] In contrast, DES formed from trimethylcyclohexyl ammonium methanesulfonate and p-toluenesulfonic acid (TCyAMsO-p-TsOH, 1:1 molar ratio) has been described as a good catalytic reaction medium for smaller alcohols (less than C8). Thus, aliphatic and aromatic carboxylic acids were heated (60-80 ºC) in the mixture TCyAMsO-p-TsOH (1:1) during 2-17 h producing the corresponding esters with yields ranging from 16 to 97%.[53] Based on the same idea, a mixture of urea and ZnCl2 (4:1 molar ratio) was active as catalytic medium in the glycolysis of poly(ethyleneterephthalate) by transesterification with ethylene glycol.[54]

![Scheme 6. Esterification of carboxylic acids with alcohols.](image)

Anilines reacted with formic acid or trimethyl orthoformate in a deep eutectic solvent giving the corresponding formanilides or diarylamidines depending on the ratio aniline/formic acid (Scheme 7). The solvent was formed employing choline chloride and tin chloride (1:2 molar ratio), and after the reaction the products were easily extracted with an organic solvent.[55]

![Scheme 7. Esterification of carboxylic acids with alcohols.](image)

2.2.3. Condensation-mediated Processes

The reaction of indoles (i.e. indole, 1-methylindole, 2-methylindole and 5-bromoindole) with aromatic and aliphatic aldehydes in the DES ChCl-SnCl2 (1:2) produced the corresponding bis(indol-3-yl)methane derivatives with yields ranging from 64 to 97%.[56] The outcome of the reaction at room temperature was improved by the addition of polyethylene glycol-200 (PEG-200) as a third partner of the solvent mixture, in a volume ratio 1:3 (DES to PEG-200). The same transformation was described in the mixture N,N-dimethylurea-citric acid (3:2 ratio) at 100 ºC, with slightly lower yields than with the solvent ChCl-SnCl2-PEG-200.[57] Derivatives of arsindoline A and B (Figure 3) were prepared by means of the same condensation reaction using a catalytic DES prepared from N,N-dimethylurea and tartaric acid (7:3 molar ratio).[58]

![Figure 3. Arsindoline A and arsindoline B.](image)

The synthesis of xanthene derivatives was performed in different DES based on choline chloride. The best combination was with zinc chloride (ChCl-ZnCl2, 1:2 molar ratio), producing a reaction medium that catalysed the condensation reaction of aromatic aldehydes with 1,3-cyclohexanediones (Scheme 8).[59] The same transformation was also reported in a mixture of N,N-dimethylurea and citric acid (3:2 mass ratio, Scheme 8). For the latest, recyclability was studied observing a small loss of activity after 6 cycles.[60]

![Scheme 8. Synthesis of xanthene derivatives.](image)

Other heterocycles were prepared by condensation reactions in a catalytic DES formed by an acidic component. Thus, the mixture DMU-citric acid was employed in the preparation of quinolines (Scheme 9) and in the synthesis of 2,4,5-triarylimidazoles (Scheme 10).[57]

Scheme 10. Synthesis of imidazole derivatives.

N-Arylpyrroles were prepared by reaction of anilines and 2,5-dimethoxytetrahydrofuran in a catalytic reaction media formed by choline chloride and L-tartaric acid (Scheme 11).


The ring opening of 1,3-propanesultone with different tertiary amines allowed the synthesis of sulfobetaines, which were employed in the preparation of deep eutectic solvents in combination with (1S)-10-camphorsulfonic acid. Among them, the DES prepared from N-cyclohexyl-N,N-dimethyl-3-ammonio-1-propanesulfonate and the sulfonic acid (3.2 molar ratio) was effective as catalytic reaction medium in the aldol condensation of benzaldehyde and acetophenone giving chalcone in 70% yield.

Scheme 12. Biginelli reaction.

The mixture Choline chloride-zinc(II) chloride has been recently used as catalyst (15 mol%) in the solvent-free one-pot three component Kabachnik-Fields reaction for the preparation of α-aminophosphonates. The reaction, which under conventional conditions requires toxic metal catalysts, long reaction times, and the foul smelling triethyl phosphite as reagent, allows the preparation of the target compounds in good yields and very short reaction times at room temperature, as depicted in Scheme 13. Furthermore, the DES was easily recycled and reused for five cycles. A dual activation of the electrophile by the Lewis acid ZnCl2 and the nucleophile by the in situ formed Lewis base ChZnCl3 has also been proposed.

Scheme 13. Kabachnik-Fields reaction.
DESs obtained by mixing in the appropriate molar ratio ChCl with organic Brensted acids, such as malonic acid, oxalic acid, and p-TSOH have been used as catalyst and reaction media in the synthesis of a wide variety of heterocycles. For instance, one-pot high-yielding four-component synthesis of substituted pyroles, by reaction of aromatic aldehydes, amines, 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds, and nitromethane in a 1:1 molar mixture of ChCl and malonic acid at 80 °C, has been very recently reported (Scheme 14).

As depicted in Scheme 14 for the synthesis of 1-(2-methyl-1,4-diphenyl-1H-pyrrolo[3-yl]ethan-1-one), this methodology affords yields as high as the best previously reported systems, but in a shorter reaction times and avoiding the use of the nitromethane as reaction media. Some drawbacks of the methodologies were that alkyl aldehydes afforded inseparable complex reaction mixtures. The recyclability of the DES (up to five reaction runs) and its synergistic effect on the reaction outcome has also been demonstrated.

Synthetic and natural spirooxindole derivatives are very important compounds due to their biological activity and applications in pharmaceutical chemistry. Among the different routes to synthesize spirooxindoles, those starting from isatin have been widely studied. Very recently, L-proline has been used, in combination with oxalic acid dihydrate (1:1 molar ratio), as a successful and recyclable low transition temperature solvent and hydrogen-bonding catalyst for the room temperature synthesis of spirooxindoles by a three component reaction of isatin, malononitrile or ethyl acetate, and 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds. This methodology worked well in short reaction times (30-70 min) with a wide variety of 5- and N-substituted isatins, although only 6-member ring 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds, such as dioxane, have been reported as nucleophiles (see Scheme 15). This represents a significant limitation of this methodology since other similar three-component syntheses of spirooxindole derivatives from isatin allow the use of a wider array of nucleophiles. Furthermore, regarding reusability, the solvent can easily be recovered from the reaction mixture, although a noticeable decrease in yield is observed in the fifth cycle.

Finally, the synthesis of tri- and tetrasubstituted imidazoles has been achieved by condensation reaction of benzyl aldehydes and ammonium acetate in acidic DES, such as ChCl-ZnCl (1:2 molar ratio) or ChCl-oxalic acid (1:1 molar ratio), at 100 °C. The reaction was limited at aromatic aldehydes with yields ranging from 52 to 95 % (28 examples). Only for the oxalic mixture the reusability was demonstrated.

2.2.3. Cyclization Reactions

A very interesting regiospecific one-pot Fischer indole synthesis has been reported using a 1:2 molar ratio mixture of choline chloride-ZnCl as stoichiometric Lewis acid reagent. As usually in reactions where DES reagents and/or solvents are involved, an easy product isolation could be performed. In this particular case, since the DES has very little or no vapour pressure, a direct vacuum sublimation of the product from the reaction mixture afforded the corresponding 2,3-disubstituted indoles in good isolated yields (Scheme 16).

An interesting finding was related with the actual species present in the DES ChCl-ZnCl reagent, which have been identified by FAB mass spectrometry as (Zn2Cl3) and (ZnCl3)− and (Zn3Cl7)−. These species would play different roles in the Fischer synthesis, such as, Lewis base [(Zn2Cl6)−] and Brensted base [(ZnCl3)]. Regarding the regioselectivity observed for non-symmetrical ketones, a mechanism involving the formation of the most substituted enamino intermediate has been proposed (Scheme 16). Since the Fischer indole reaction generates 1 equiv. of ammonia, a marked decrease in the efficiency of the process is observed when trying to reuse the DES reagent, probably due to the deactivation of the zinc salt after coordination with the in situ formed ammonia. Another handicap was the poor ketone scope shown by this methodology.
Diels-Alder reactions are among the most studied and useful C-C bond forming processes in organic chemistry. Already in 2002, the efficiency of mixtures composed of choline chloride-zinc or tin chlorides (1:2 molar ratio) as solvents and Lewis acid catalysts was reported for the reaction between different dienes (2,3-dimethylbuta-1,3-diene, isoprene, 1,3-cyclohexadiene, and cyclopentadiene) and acryyaldehyde, but-3-en-2-one, methyl acrylate, and methacryaldehyde as dienophiles. As depicted in Scheme 17, a high endo selectivity was obtained (up to 97/3), something typical for Lewis acid-catalyzed reactions. In comparison to conventional organic solvents, faster conversions were observed.

Interestingly, the presence of water did not affect the yield or the selectivity of the process but it reduced the viscosity of the DES allowing an effective stirring of the reaction. In addition, since the products of the cycloadditions were not soluble in the DES they were easily isolated by decanting or with the help of a pipette. The DES was easily separated and reused at least five times with no noticeable drop in activity. Mass spectroscopic analysis of the recycled medium suggested that the ChCl may have slowly reacted with the dienophiles through a conjugate addition reaction.

For instance, the mixture L-(+)-tartaric acid-DMPU (3:7 molar ratio) has been employed very recently as solvent and catalyst for the Michael addition of a variety of N-arylhomophthalimides and chalcones. This acidic melt system (pH in water 3.7) allowed to perform the conjugate addition at 70 °C to yield the corresponding adducts in good to excellent yields (73-92%; 13 examples). The reaction was highly diastereoselective and all products were obtained as a single isomer. However, as expected, no stereo-induction was detected when using chiral DES. On the other hand, and based on the acid character of the melt, a mechanistic proposal for the reaction involving multiple key activation roles of the solvent (Brensted acid and hydrogen-bonding formation) as well as a plausible structure of the melt has been reported based on IR and 1H-NMR analyses (Figure 5).

Figure 4. Michael addition of homophthalimides with chalcones.

Figure 5. Plausible structure of the L-(+)-tartaric acid/dimethyl urea melt.
Substoichiometric amounts (40 mol%) of a 1:2 molar ratio mixture of choline chloride-tin(II) chloride has been employed as catalyst for the regioselective ring-opening of epoxides with different nucleophiles, such as thiols, aniline derivatives, trimethylsilyl cyanide, trimethylsilyl azide, and methanol (48 examples; 68-97 % yield). The reactions, which were carried out at room temperature for 10 to 180 min, afforded the corresponding functionalized alcohols in high yields after a very easy work-up procedure (Scheme 18). This methodology allowed the recovery of the DES by precipitation after addition of diethyl ether to the reaction mixture. The recovered melt was reused in the preparation of 1-phenoxy-3-(phenylthio)propan-2-ol without losing its activity for four runs.

Choline chloride-zinc(II) chloride has been recently studied as solvent and catalyst to perform different functional group transformations. For instance, the protection of aliphatic and aromatic aldehydes with 1,2-, 1,3-, and 1,4-diols at room temperature, transpired in 10 to 20 hours when using CHCl-ZnCl₂ (1:2 molar ratio) as Lewis acid catalyst. The same DES has been effectively used, in this case acting as solvent as well, in a one-pot transformation of aromatic- and α,β-unsaturated aldehydes to amides through a Beckmann rearrangement, as well as in the hydrolysis of nitriles to amides (Scheme 19). Concerning recyclability and reusability, the DES was recycled for five times but with a marked decrease in the product yield (98 to 82 %).

Pillar[n]arenes are supramolecular macrocyclic hosts with important applications in supramolecular chemistry. A direct method to prepare this type of compounds involved a condensation reaction between 1,4-dialkoxybenzenes and paraformaldehyde catalyzed by acids. Very recently, it has been described a selective condensation of 1,4-dialkoxybenzenes with paraformaldehyde catalyzed by choline chloride-FeCl₃ DES (15 mol%) in CH₂Cl₂ at room temperature to synthesize pillar[5]- and pillar[6]arenes (Scheme 20).

Although the reported isolated yields for the synthesized macrocyclic hosts were modest, as depicted in Scheme 20 for the synthesis from 1,4-dimethoxybenzene, this work expanded the scope of DES towards supramolecular synthesis. Experimental and room-temperature X-band Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) studies have demonstrated that free radicals take part in the macrocyclization as intermediates.

3. Innocent DES

In this chapter, reactions in which the role of DES medium is not clearly identified, therefore being categorized as “innocent” DES medium, will be introduced. However, this only means that DES medium does not play a clear role as acid/base catalyst or reagent, since in many examples the chosen medium is of great importance in order to achieve a successful reaction.
3.1. Red-Ox Reactions

Benzyl alcohols have been oxidized to their corresponding aldehydes in a fast way employing N-bromosuccinimide (NBS) as oxidant in CHCl-urea as DES (Scheme 21). The formation of any undesirable side product, such as overoxidation to the corresponding carboxylic acid when working with an excess of NBS, was not observed. Secondary benzylic alcohols such as 1-phenylethanol underwent selective oxidation to the corresponding acetophenone, with benzyl alcohol remaining untouched with 1 equiv of NBS. The replacement of DES with an organic solvent decreased significantly the obtained yield. In addition, hydrogen peroxide was employed as an oxidant in the transformation of sulfides to sulfoxides, using as DES a combination of CHCl and p-toluenesulfonic acid (CHCl-p-TsOH, 1:1) at 100 °C, the reusability of the DES being confirmed at a gram-scale synthesis.

The bromination of some aromatic systems has also been achieved in the presence of a DES. Thus, substituted 1-aminoanthra-9,10-quinoines have been mono- or di-brominated when treated with bromine in CHCl-urea at 50-60 °C [equation (a) in Scheme 23]. The reaction was 4-5 times faster than when methanol or chloroform were used as solvents, and the DES was recovered after addition of water, filtration of the precipitated product and drying at 80 °C. In addition, the fluorophores 4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a diazaisindacenes (BODIPYs) have also been dibrominated or diiodinated with NBS or NIS, respectively, using a DES based on the combination CHCl-1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) at room temperature [equation (b) in Scheme 23]. After completion of the reaction, dichloromethane and water were added, and the dichloromethane layer yielded the product. The aqueous layer containing the DES was separated and dried, the medium could be reused several times with just a small decrease in the final yield.

The use of the DES combination CHCl-urea (10 mol%) in aqueous hydrogen peroxide (5 equiv) at room temperature allowed the oxidation of aryloboronic acids to their corresponding phenols in up to 15 min (Scheme 22). Remarkably, the reaction of other aryloboronic surrogates such as phenylboronic acid esters or potassium phenyltrifluoroborate, afforded the phenols in high yields, albeit much longer reaction times were required. The recovery involved evaporation of the water after isolation of the product by filtration. The DES was reused without loss of activity in five consecutive runs.

The bromination of some aromatic systems has also been achieved in the presence of a DES. Thus, substituted 1-aminoanthra-9,10-quinoines have been mono- or di-brominated when treated with bromine in CHCl-urea at 50-60 °C [equation (a) in Scheme 23]. The reaction was 4-5 times faster than when methanol or chloroform were used as solvents, and the DES was recovered after addition of water, filtration of the precipitated product and drying at 80 °C. In addition, the fluorophores 4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a diazaisindacenes (BODIPYs) have also been dibrominated or diiodinated with NBS or NIS, respectively, using a DES based on the combination CHCl-1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoro-2-propanol (HFIP) at room temperature [equation (b) in Scheme 23]. After completion of the reaction, dichloromethane and water were added, and the dichloromethane layer yielded the product. The aqueous layer containing the DES was separated and dried, the medium could be reused several times with just a small decrease in the final yield.

Reductions have also been explored using DES as medium. Thus, aldehydes with a variety of functional groups have been transformed into their corresponding alcohols with very high yields using sodium borohydride as reducing agent, and the combination CHCl-urea as solvent at room temperature. In addition, cyclic and acyclic ketones, except aryl ketones, have also been reduced to the corresponding secondary alcohols under these reaction conditions with good yields. This procedure, although working at 60 °C, has shown to be suitable for the reductive opening of epoxides yielding secondary alcohols. Moreover, the same reducing agent/DES combination at room temperature has been used in the reductive amination of aromatic aldehydes and ketones with amines, driving to secondary amines (Scheme 24). Unfortunately, no attempts of reusing the DES were made in all these cases.
3.2. Alkylation Reactions

Aromatic amines have been mono-N-alkylated with alkyl bromides in DES (ChCl-urea) at 50 °C, avoiding the use of strong bases [equation (a) in Scheme 25]. The formation of di-alkylated products resulted negligible and the DES was recovered by simple biphasic extraction with ethyl acetate. The process could be repeated for five successive cycles with only a slight yield decrease after the fourth cycle.

\[
R^1 = H, \text{Me, } F, \text{Cl, NO}_2, \text{O}_{\text{Me}} \\
R^2 = n\text{Hex, } n\text{Bu, Bn}
\]

\[
R^1 = H, \text{Me, } t\text{Bu, Cl, Br, I, OH, OMe, NO}_2, \text{COME} \\
R^4 = H, \text{Me, Cl, F}_2C, \text{O}_{\text{Me}}
\]

Scheme 25. Alkylation reactions of anilines and phenols.

The DES was recovered after addition of water, filtration of the precipitated product, and evaporation of the water phase. The recovered DES was reused three times with minimal loss of activity. Similarly, indoles reacted with 1,3-dicarbonyl compounds using as solvent a mixture of ChCl-oxalic acid at room temperature, affording C3-alkenylation products after a C3-alkylation/dehydration process.

3.3. Condensation Reactions

Several condensation processes have been described in the last years employing DES as reaction media and promoter. Among them, the Knoevenagel condensation is probably one of the most studied, several works being employed for the synthesis of coumarin-derived compounds and other dyes. Thus, as an elegant example, ChCl-urea was employed as DES in a three-step one-pot coumarin-styryl dye synthesis which involves two Knoevenagel reactions followed by an aldol-type condensation, the corresponding products being obtained in high global yields (Scheme 27).

\[
\text{Et}_2N
\]

Scheme 26. Friedel-Crafts alkylation of indoles.

Different active methylene compounds have been successfully applied in this kind of transformation. Among them, two works in which the recyclability of the DES was tackled can be remarked. In the first one, a series of biologically active pyrimidinediones and pyrimidinetriones were synthesized by the condensation of different aldehydes and barbituric and thiobarbituric acids, rendering the corresponding products with high yields using ChCl-urea at 40–45 °C [equation (a) in Scheme 28]. The DES media was reused up to three times, after which the yield decreased considerably. In the second one, despite of being a simple Knoevenagel condensation between active methylene compounds and aromatic aldehydes, the use of DES mixture in catalytic amounts has proved very effective, the medium being recycled up to five times without any apparent loss in the yield [equation (b) in Scheme 28].
Another important condensation reaction carried out in DES mixtures are those involving the formation of imines. These compounds are easily synthesized in DES, as is shown in Scheme 29. Thus, at 60 °C, different aromatic aldehydes and ammonia or amines reacted smoothly affording the corresponding $N,N'$-bis(arylmethylene)arylmethane diamines and imines with good to excellent yields.[103]

The imine formation reaction is frequently involved in some nitrogen-containing heterocycle synthesis. Thus, ChCl-urea has been used as DES for the acid-free Paal-Knorr synthesis of pyrrole derivatives. The reaction of different diones and amines took place at 80 °C affording the pyrroles with high yields. In the absence of the amine, the corresponding furans were also obtained (Scheme 30).

The DES mixture was further reused four times without significant loss in yields.[106] In another work, the same DES mixture was employed for the synthesis of oxadiazoles by condensation of acylhydrazides and benzoic acids. However, the use of cetyltrimethylammonium peroxodisulphate (CTAPS) as a reaction promoter was necessary for the cyclization to occur, otherwise only the corresponding diacylhydrazide was obtained. Apparently, this persulphate-based surfactant in the presence of water, which is generated in the diacylhydrazide
formation step, generates cetyl ammonium bisulphate in situ, which is acidic enough to promote the cyclization. The reaction was performed at 70 ºC and yields obtained in all the cases were quite high [equation (b) in Scheme 32]. The recyclability of the reaction media was also studied and, although the yields still remained high, appreciable erosion of the results were observed after four consecutive reaction cycles.\cite{107}

N-arlylphalimides were also straightforwardly synthesized in high yields by the condensation between phthalic anhydride and anilines in a ChCl-urea mixture (1:2 molar ratio) at 80 ºC. It is worth mentioning that the DES mixture ChCl-malic acid in an small amount (30 mol%) was also effective for this synthesis rendering similar yields, with methanol being used as solvent. In both cases, the recycling studies showed that the mixture can be reused for four additional times without detrimental in the yields (Scheme 33).\cite{108}
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\textbf{Scheme 33.} N-arlylphalimide syntheses.

Other interesting condensation reactions have been reported to work efficiently in DES media. For example, the Perkin reaction between different aromatic aldehydes and acetic anhydride for the synthesis of cinnamic acids proceeded without any additive at 30 ºC in high yields. It is important to remark that in a comparative study, the same reaction using a conventional method with sodium acetate as additive at 140 ºC and using as additive, afforded the same product in significantly lower yields (Scheme 34). The ChCl-urea mixture was recycled for three times although with a slight decrease in yields.\cite{109}
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\textbf{Scheme 34.} Perkin reaction.

Finally, the coupling of aromatic aldehydes with indoles in ChCl-urea as DES, gave high yields of the corresponding bis(indolyl)methanes derivatives. The DES was reused four-fold with almost no loss in the final yield (Scheme 35).\cite{110}
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\textbf{Scheme 35.} Synthesis of bis(indolyl)methanes.

### 3.4. Multicomponent Reactions

Given the successful use of DES mixtures in condensation reactions shown in the previous section, it is not surprising that such reaction media were tested in several multicomponent reactions, since some of these processes involve a condensation in the reaction pathway.

In this sense, the synthesis of 1,4-dihydropyridines derivatives has been reported using the ChCl-urea mixture [equation (a) in Scheme 36].
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\textbf{Scheme 36.} Synthesis of 1,4-dihydropyridyl and pyranyl derivatives.

The products were obtained in few minutes with high yields at 60 ºC, and the DES was recycled five times with only a slight erosion in the yield.\cite{111} In this study, different DES mixtures were assayed, with the aforementioned one being the optimal.

Similarly, the synthesis of pyran and benzopyran derivatives has also been reported using the same reaction media, affording the corresponding products in high yields [equation (b) in Scheme 36].\cite{112}

A very close multicomponent process is the Ugi reaction. Thus, employing the previous DES mixture, a four-component Ugi reaction has been described, with the corresponding diamides being obtained in much higher yields than when using other commonly employed solvents. The DES mixture was submitted to recycling experiments and the yield remained constant for the three first cycles, dropping considerably afterwards (Scheme 37).\cite{113}
Scheme 37. Four-component Ugi reaction.

A multicomponent reaction has been used for the synthesis of quinazoline derivatives by condensation of isatoic anhydride and aromatic aldehydes and anilines. Among a wide variety of DES essayed, the use of the DES combination ChCl-malic acid as additive in MeOH as solvent gave rise to the corresponding products in high yields. The DES was used five times without apparent loss in yields (Scheme 38).\[114\]

Scheme 38. Synthesis of quinazoline derivatives.

Other thoroughly multicomponent processes in DES media are those involving sulphur derivatives as reactants. Among them, it is worth to mention the high yielding synthesis of dithiocarbamates by the reaction of CS$_2$ with a wide variety of amines and different nucleophiles such as epoxides, alkyl halides and Michael acceptors, with the latest one being also generated in situ by an aldol condensation (Scheme 39).


The reaction proceeds smoothly at room temperature and in a short reaction periods, the DES being recyclable only for two additional runs, since a considerable drop in yield was observed afterwards.\[115\]

Finally, other interesting type of multicomponent transformations involving sulphur compounds carried out in a DES medium are those concerning the use of thiourea as odourless sulphur source. Thus, the reaction of thiourea with alkyl halides in the ChCl-urea mixture afforded the corresponding isothiouronium salt, which generated the corresponding thiolate along with urea (incorporated to the DES mixture) after basic hydrolysis. This thiolate reacted easily with different electrophiles, such as Michael acceptors and epoxides at 60 ºC, giving rise to the corresponding products in high yields [equation (a) in Scheme 40].

Scheme 40. Multicomponent reaction involving thiourea.

In the case of the epoxides, and under the same reaction conditions but in the absence of alkyl halide and basic media, the process resulted in the formation of the corresponding thioepoxides in high yields [equation (b) in Scheme 40].\[116\]

3.5. Organometallic Reactions

There are still few reported examples of organometallic reactions performed in DES.\[117\] Thus, the addition of organolithium and Grignard reagents to ketones in choline chloride and glycerol has been reported (Scheme 41). The unusual achieved results were attributed to the formation of metallic ate complexes,\[118\] although the microemulsion effect should not be misevaluate. The use of this DES as reaction medium allowed carrying out the processes in the presence of air with high selectivity at room temperature, without compromising the achieved yields.
The regioselective lithiation directed by a furan-ring followed by reaction with different electrophiles has also been performed in the aforementioned DES (Scheme 42).

Thus, when one equivalent of strong base was used to perform the ortho-lithiation of the diaryltetrahydrofuran \( n = 0 \) in cyclopentyl methyl ether (CPME) as solvent, the formed aryllithium species could be trapped with aromatic carbonyl compounds as electrophile in choline chloride-glycerol mixtures (ChCl-gly). However, when tolyl derivatives were used \( n = 1 \) in a mixture of CPME-DES, the deprotonation at benzylic position was followed by elimination and ring-opening of tetrahydrofuran moiety. The addition of a second equivalent of lithium base to the in situ formed methylene unit generated a benzyllithium intermediate, which reacted with electrophiles such as alkyl halides or water, providing the corresponding modified 4,4-diarylbutan-1-ol.

Oxidation reactions play a major role in industry, with the uses of innocent DES as reaction media to perform this type of processes being in its early stage of development. Very recently, the use of several DES, together with some metal salts or halides, has been tested to carry out the oxidation of toluene to benzaldehyde using hydrogen peroxide as oxygen source (Scheme 45).

The best results were obtained when a biphasic nearly 1:1 volume mixture of toluene and choline chloride-ethylene glycol
was used in the presence of FeCl₃. This reaction medium polarized effectively the hydrogen peroxide, promoting a Fenton-like oxidation reaction. The lower viscosity of chosen melt, compare to other DES, allowed a proper mass-transfer process improving the results.

The [3+2]-dipolar cycloaddition of benzyl azide and phenylacetylene has been described using two different urea-based DES, without any significant difference between them (Scheme 46). In both cases, no additional base was necessary due to the reversible proton accepting properties of the melt. The process was performed in one-pot protocol starting from the corresponding benzyl bromide and potassium azide instead of organic azide, with similar results being achieved in the sorbitol based DES, and lower yield being obtained (55 %) in the carnitine-urea mixture.

The [3+2]-dipolar cycloaddition of benzyl azide and phenylacetylene has been described using two different urea-based DES, without any significant difference between them (Scheme 46). In both cases, no additional base was necessary due to the reversible proton accepting properties of the melt. The process was performed in one-pot protocol starting from the corresponding benzyl bromide and potassium azide instead of organic azide, with similar results being achieved in the sorbitol based DES, and lower yield being obtained (55 %) in the carnitine-urea mixture.

Scheme 46. [3+2]-Dipolar cycloaddition.

Nanoparticles of delafossite (CuFeO₂) have been used as recyclable catalyst for the synthesis a wide range of imidazo[1,2-a]pyridines through the multicomponent coupling of different 2-aminopyridines, aldehydes and arylacetylenes using a mixture of citric acid and dimethyl urea (DMU) as medium (Scheme 47). The reaction did not proceed at all in the absence of solvent or in other common polar organic solvent, showing that DES played an important role not only as reaction media but also providing the adequate environment for the real catalytic species. The catalyst was easily isolated by magnetic decantation and the reagents, products and by-products were obtained at the end of the process by extraction with ethyl acetate, recovering the DES. Following this methodology, both catalyst and DES could be reused six times without any detrimental effect on the yield.

The aforementioned examples used only simple inorganic salt as transition metal catalysts. However, examples where the catalytic activity of complexes could be fine-tuned due to the organic ligand backbone are far more interesting. Thus, isomerization of allylic alcohols to ketones has been performed in choline chloride and glycerol (gly) as solvent (Scheme 49) using different ruthenium complexes.

Scheme 47. Multicomponent synthesis of imidazo[1,2-a]pyridines.

The aforementioned examples used only simple inorganic salt as transition metal catalysts. However, examples where the catalytic activity of complexes could be fine-tuned due to the organic ligand backbone are far more interesting. Thus, isomerization of allylic alcohols to ketones has been performed in choline chloride and glycerol (gly) as solvent (Scheme 49) using different ruthenium complexes.

Scheme 49. Allylic alcohol isomerization.

This is an excellent example to show the fine tuning of the ligand with the exceptional solvent properties. When the reaction was catalyzed by similar ruthenium species, in the absence of the benzimidazole unit or replacing it by 1-methylimidazole,
these new complexes were unable to enter into the typical hydrogen bond DES network as the donor, and therefore the results were significantly inferior in terms of yields and reaction times, thus highlighting the important role of ligand in its interaction with solvent. The chosen ruthenium ligand and solvent could be reused four times in this process showing similar activities.

There are only two examples of rhodium catalyzed reactions using DES (Scheme 50). Thus, the Wilkinson catalyst has been used in the hydrogenation (1 atm) of a typical dehydroamino acid in citric acid-dimethyl urea (DMU), giving the expected phenylalanine derivative in quantitative yield.\[126\]

More interesting was the hydroformylation of 1-decene using methylated β-cyclodextrine (methylated β-CD) and dimethyl urea.\[127\] The conversion depended on the cavity size of cyclodextrine component, with the viscosity of the medium being inversely proportional correlated with the conversion of the reaction and the solubility of alkene being proportional correlated with the obtained yield. The use of an anionic phosphine ligand resulted of capital importance in order to keep the transition metal catalyst in the DES phase and not in the alkene one.

The Heck cross-coupling reaction has also been tested in two different DES mixtures, showing that D-mannose-dimethyl urea was a slightly better medium than the L-carnitine-urea [equation (c) in Scheme 51].\[120\] The aforementioned D-mannose-DMU melt was also the solvent of choice to perform the copper-free Sonogashira coupling reaction of aryl bromides with phenylacetylene in the presence of an excess of disopropylamine and PdCl\(_2\)(PPh\(_3\))\(_2\) (2 mol%), as catalyst, obtaining the expected product in 61% yield starting from phenyl bromide and 79% yield from 4-nitrophenyl bromide. In addition, the Tsuji-Trost allylation of amines has been carried out using methylated β-cyclodextrine and dimethyl urea.\[127\] The DES-catalyst became solid at room temperature, allowing the easy isolation of the organic layer and recycling and reusing the whole media for eight times, without loss of the initial activity (Scheme 52). The catalyst species maintained in the solid state after the reaction was thus protected against degradation, allowing the change of substrates from one reaction cycle to another.

---

**Scheme 50.** Rhodium catalyzed reactions.

**Scheme 51.** Palladium catalyzed cross-coupling reactions.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that a gold chloride complex has shown to be an excellent catalyst for the cycloisomerization of γ-alkynoic acids into enol-lactones in DES [Scheme 53; equation (a)]. The best results were achieved using choline chloride-urea as solvent, probably due to the basic character of the mixture. The catalytic system could be recycled up to four times without depletion on the yield but doubling the reaction times, under aerobic conditions.\[129\]

A similar bimetallic gold chloride complex has been used in the one-pot tandem cycloisomerization of (Z)-enynols to substitute furans and in the Diels-Alder reaction with acetylenedicarboxylates [Scheme 53; equation (b)].\[130\] The presence of bis-imino phosphan ligand is crucial for the selectivity and efficiency of the cycloisomerization process, since the use of simple AuCl(SMe)2 as catalyst rendered lower results. The use of DES, in both transformations, avoided the employment of a co-catalyst, such as a silver salt, for the chloride abstraction. Probably, the tridimensional proton structure of solvent made very easy the formation of cationic gold by breaking of Au-Cl bond.

### 3.6. Biocatalyzed Processes

Particularly interesting has been the development in the last years of biotransformations carried out in DES,\[32\] something not too obvious as strong hydrogen-bond donors like urea denature proteins. In addition, DES also contain halides, which inactivate or inhibit proteins. In spite of these possible problems, it has been found that many enzymes retain its activity in DES. Thus, the first reported example on this topic employed hydrolases as biocatalysts, as in the lipase-catalyzed transesterification of ethyl valerate with 1-butanol or its aminolysis reaction with 1-butylamine.\[131\] Other example of an interesting enzymatic process of significant industrial importance promoted by a hydrolase, employed α-chymotrypsin for a peptide synthesis in DES.\[132\] In this case, the synthesis of the protected N-Ac-Phe-Gly-NH₂ peptide in different DES (ChCl-gly, ChCl-urea, ChCl-isosorbide, ChCl-xylitol) was achieved, starting from N-acetylphenylalanine ethyl ester and glycaminde hydrochloride (Scheme 54). This enzymatic DES procedure avoided a detrimental hydrolysis pathway observed in aqueous media. The suspended enzyme could be reused several times by simple filtration with excellent to moderate activities.

### Scheme 54. Enzyme-promoted peptide coupling reaction in DES.

Benzaldehyde lyase (BAL), has been found suitable to catalyze the enantioselective C-C-forming carboligation of aldehydes in different DES-phosphate buffer mixtures (Scheme 55).\[133\] Thus, by using ChCl-gly as DES, BAL remained fully active with excellent enantioselectivity (>99% ee in the case of benzaldehyde) at 60:40 DES-buffer (v/v), whereby a significant denaturation is observed at 70:30 mixtures.
Whole-cell biocatalysis can also be performed in DES. Thus, baker’s yeast has been employed in mixtures of water with DES (ChCl-gly), achieving the enantioselective reduction of the ketone group in ethyl acetoacetate to the corresponding alcohol in ethyl 3-hydroxybutanoate. This reduction is observed for long reaction times (>200 h), suggesting that the cells remain stable in DES. Interestingly, a complete inversion of the enantioselectivity is observed by changing the proportion of the DES added, from approximately 95% ee (S) in pure water to approximately 95% ee (R) in the pure DES. Presumably, some (S)-oxidoreductases present in baker’s yeast are inhibited by the presence of DES. In addition, recombinant whole cells overexpressing oxidoreductases have been employed as biocatalysts for the stereoselective reduction of alkyl phenyl ketones in different DES (ChCl-gly)-aqueous media solutions, the enantiomeric excesses obtained being increased significantly if DES is present.

3.7. Miscellaneous

Carbon-carbon bond formation reactions are the most important transformations for the synthesis of complex molecules. In the case of the aldol reaction, the process is generally catalyzed by using inorganic or organic bases, with an organocatalyzed approach being introduced more recently. Although DES has been used with organometallic complexes and biocatalysts, the use of organocatalysts under these conditions remained unexplored until very recently. Thus, the use of DES has allowed to combine the biocatalyzed transformation of vinyl acetate into acetaldehyde, using an immobilized lipase as biocatalyst, with the cross aldol reaction of the in situ formed aldehyde with other aromatic aldehydes catalyzed by a prolinol derived organocatalyst (Scheme 56).

![Scheme 56. Tandem transesterification-aldol process.](image)

The corresponding aldol products were further transformed into 1,3-diols by reduction with good overall yields and enantioselectivities. Remarkably, this is the first reported enantioselective organic non-enzymatic reaction performed in DES. The DES and CAL-B were reused at least for six times without loss of the initial activity. However, the addition of fresh organocatalyst was required in each cycle in order to maintain the reaction conversion, since the final work up of the reaction with VOC solvents partially extracted this catalyst from the DES medium.

The Henry reaction of arene carbaldehydes with nitromethane has been accomplished in the classical choline chloride-urea mixture and using methanol as co-solvent yielding the expected β-hydroxy nitroalkane derivatives (9 examples, 69-95% yield).

Other important C-C bond-forming reaction is the Michael type addition of suitable nucleophiles, such as nitromethane, ethyl cyanoacetate, and malonitrile to α,β-unsaturated ketones (Scheme 57). This transformation has been performed by using the synergistic effect of ultrasound irradiation and a minimum amount of choline-urea (5 mol%). The DES medium could be recovered and reused at least four times without depletion of the initially obtained yields, after ethyl acetate extraction of products.

![Scheme 57. Michael Reaction.](image)

The same DES combination (choline chloride-urea) has been used to carry out a tandem Michael-elimination process, providing the synthesis of aromatic tricianovinyl derivatives (Scheme 58). The results were comparable to those obtained by using biocatalysts in organic solvents. The DES was recovered by adding water to the reaction mixture since final products were insoluble. After filtration, and water evaporation under vacuum, the DES was used four times without any loss of activity. Instead of anilines, 2-methyl-1H-indoles (3 examples) could be used as nucleophilic partners, obtaining the corresponding 3-vinylindoles with similar results to those obtained in the case of anilines.

![Scheme 58. Tandem Michael-elimination process.](image)

The beneficial effect of urea as one of the component of the DES mixture was also demonstrated in the multistep synthesis of isoxazoles (Scheme 59) and related
isoxazolines. The nucleophilic mixture allowed the initial condensation, followed by chlorination to give the corresponding imidoyl chloride. Surprisingly, the DES did not react with the high electrophilic intermediates. In fact, it seems that urea favors the release of chloride from the imidoyl intermediate, giving the 1,3-dipolar component which smoothly reacted with alkynes to give the corresponding isoxazoles. When alkenes were used in this last cycloaddition step, the corresponding isoxazolines were isolated with good yields (9 examples, 42-91%). A similar dipolar cycloaddition was explored performing the reaction with ethyl nitroacetate, as starting source of 1,3-dipolar component which smoothly reac...
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